“Wannier functions: Visualizing chemistry in crystalline solids”

In solid state physics, the usual description of the occupied states is in terms of Bloch states, which are wave-like states that extend throughout the entire crystal. However, for many purposes a description in terms of local chemistry is more useful. In this spirit, Boys and others developed “localized molecular orbitals” for molecular systems, and the corresponding objects in crystals go under the name of “Wannier functions.” In recent years, methods based on the construction and use of Wannier functions have gained traction in the theoretical electronic structure community. I will explain what Wannier functions are, discuss how they facilitate studies of chemical bonding in crystals, and survey some of their many uses. For example, Wannier-based methods can be used to investigate dielectric and transport properties, perform high-quality interpolation of band structures, and identify topological materials.
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